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31 of 32 review helpful An important book but has its limitations By Edward Butler Leon Portilla successfully 
demonstrates that there was a class of professional intellectuals in Nahua society appropriately described as 
philosophers the tlamatinime and sketches in broad terms the parameters of their thought I felt however that this book 
is in effect only half of the book that should have been written be For at least two millennia before the advent of the 
Spaniards in 1519 there was a flourishing civilization in central Mexico During that long span of time a cultural 
evolution took place which saw a high development of the arts and literature the formulation of complex religious 
doctrines systems of education and diverse political and social organization The rich documentation concerning these 
people commonly called Aztecs includes in addition to a About the Author Director of the Inter American Indian 
Institute in Mexico City Miguel Le oacute n Portilla is a significant young Mexican scholar He holds B A and M A 
degrees summa cum laude form Loyola University at Los Angeles and the Ph D 
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il sacrificio come detto era un tema comune in tutte le culture mesoamericane allinterno del mito azteco dei cinque soli 
tutti gli dei si autosacrificarono per  textbooks mexico is a fascinating country in north america lying between the 
united states of america to the north and guatemala and belize to the southeast  audiobook les aztques ou mexicas du 
nom de leur capitale mexico tenochtitlan taient un peuple amrindien du groupe nahua cest dire de langue nahuatl 
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gustavo arrellanos ask a mexican column has a circulation of more than two million in thirty eight the term epoque de 
st acheul was introduced by gabriel de mortillet in 1872 and is still used occasionally but after 1925 the idea of epochs 
began to be supplanted 
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